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I. Introduction
The advent of techniques for growing semiconductor multilayer structures with layer3 thicknesses approaching atomic dimensions has provided new systems for both basic physics

studies and device applications. Most of the research involving these structures has been
restricted to materials with lattice constants that are equal within - 0.1%. However it is now

recognized that interesting and useful pseudomorphic structures can also be grown from a

much larger set of materials that have lattice-constant mismatches in the percent range.U Moreover, advances in computer hardware and software as well as the development of
theoretical structural and molecular models applicable for strained layer nucleation, growth and
property prediction have occurred to the extent that the field is poised to expand rapidly. It is
within this context that the research described in this report is being conducted. The materials

I systems of concern include combinations of the direct bandgap materials of AIN and GaN and
selected, indirect bandgap SiC polytypes.

The extremes in thermal, mechanical, chemical and electronic properties of SiC allow the

types and numbers of current and conceivable applications of this material to be substantial.
However, a principal driving force for the current resurgence of interest in this material, as well

as AIN and GaN, is their potential as hosts for high power, high temperature microelectronic
and optoelectronic devices for use in extreme environments. The availability of thin film5 heterostructural combinations of these materials will substantially broaden the applications

potential for these materials. The pseudomorphic structures produced from these materials will

* be unique because of their chemistry, their wide bandgaps, the availability of indirect/direct
bandgap combinations, their occurrence in cubic and hexagonal forms and the ability to tailor
the lattice parameters and therefore the amount of strain and the physical properties via solid

solutions composed of the three components.
The research described in the following sections is concerned with (1) the effect of using3 vicinal versus on-axis 6-H-SiC(O000) substrates on the growth mode and on the surface and

internal microstructural character of deposited AIN films, (2) the growth of A1N-SiC3 pseudomorphic heterostructures and (A1N)x(SiC)I.x solid solutions by plasma-assisted

gas-source molecular beam epitaxy, (3) the chemical interdiffusion between SiC and AIN, (4)

the research thus far conducted in the development of an ultra-violet LED and (5) the

development and commissioning of supersonic jet equipment for the growth of GaN films.
These sections detail the procedures, results, discussions of these results, conclusions and

plans for future research. Each subsection is self-contained with its own figures, tables, and

references.3
I
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3 II. Initial Stage of Aluminum Nitride Film Growth on 6H-Silicon
Carbide by Plasma-assisted, Gas-source Molecular Beam3 Epitaxy

A. Introduction
AIN has attractive characteristics such as a direct wide band gap of 6.28eV at 300K [1],

high melting point of over 2275K [2], and a thermal conductivity of 3.2W/cmK [3]. Thus it is
a candidate material for high power and high temperature microelectronic and optoelectronic

applications. The multilayer heterostructures of GaN/AIN [4] and SiC/AIN [5] have also been
considered interesting materials for the above mentioned applications. Recently, in addition to
its device applications, AIN has been recognized the usefulness of this material as a buffer layer
for the growth of GaN and InN on SiC and Sapphire substrates because of its intermediate
lattice constant [6, 7, 81, e.g. the lattice constants of the a-axis of these materials are 3.189A
(2H-GaN), 3.112A (2H-AIN) and 3.08A (6H-SiC), and thermal expansion coefficient [6, 7].5 It is of great importance to obtain very smooth and defect free AIN films in order to grow high-
quality films subsequently. For the growth of multilayered structures such as GaN/AIN/SiC [8]
and SiC/AIN/SiC [5], the smoothness of each layer would be especially desired. Smoothness

in general is determined by growth modes, i.e. two-dimensional versus three dimensional
growth. To obtain an atomically smooth surface, it should be necessary to grow films with a
two-dimensional growth mode or step flow growth. In this study, the initial stages of AIN film
growth on 6H-SiC substrates were investigated by cross-sectional HRTEM observation in
terms of growth mode and defects at the interfaces. The effect of the vicinal surface of the
substrate on AIN film growth is especially studied.

S B. Experimental Procedure
AIN films were grown on Si faces of 6H-SiC (0001) substrates. The substrates used in this5 study were either on-axis or vicinal (3-4" off from (0001) toward <11210>) provided by Cree

Research Inc. [9] All films were grown by plasma-assisted gas source molecular beam epitaxy
under the same conditions. Solid Al (99.999% pure) was evaporated from a standard effusion
cell. Nitrogen gas (99.9995% pure) was decomposed by an electron cyclotron resonance
(ECR) plasma in the vicinity of the substrate. The detailed description of the deposition

technique can be found in Ref.[10]. The as-received substrate was dipped in 10% BF solution
for 5 min. to remove the surface protective silicon oxide layer (typically -750k in thickness),
immediately followed by loading into MBE system. The substrate was annealed at 1050"C in
an ultra high vacuum environmental (-lx10-9 torr) for 5 min. prior to the deposition in order to

Sremove residual hydrocarbons and silicon oxide. The typical growth conditions are shown in
Table I. In order to observe the initial stages of growth, the thickness of the films wasft controlled by varying the growth time. After growing the film, the sample was cut and glued
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face to face to make a cross-sectional TEM sample, followed by the standard sample
preparation techniques [11]. Finally, the sample was examined by a Topcon EM-002B

operated at a 200kV acceleration voltage with the use of the <2110> zone axis.

Table I. Growth Conditions for the AIN films

Temperature 1050 "C
Al evaporation temperature 1260 "C
Nitrogen flow rate 3.5 sccm
Microwave power 100 W
Growth rate ~17 A/min

C. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 (a) and (b) shows the initial stage of a deposited AIN film on both on-axis and

vicinal 6H-SiC (0001) substrates, respectively. The films show epitaxial 2H (wurtzite)

structure which has an ABAB stacking sequence in the <1000> direction, referring to 'ABC'

notation. The thickness of the AIN film is -15A. Very smooth surface morphological feature

and uniformity in thickness can be seen in the AIN film grown on the on-axis substrate

(Fig. 1 (a)), incsicating a two-dimensional growth mode in this thickness range. In contrast,

"slightly rougher surface feature can be observed in the AIN film grown on the vicinal surface.5 Surface roughness is strongly related to the presence of steps in the vicinal surface as indicated

by the arrows. Steps may play a role to confine adatoms to create an island within the terrace

sites due to step site barriers caused from the strained field of AIN films. This will be discussed

later with the use of the structural model at the interface. Higher magnification images of each
film, shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) can clearly describe the detail of the structures. In Fig. (a), an

atomically smooth AIN film surface and an abrupt AIN/SiC interface are seen in the film of the

on-axis substrate. The AIN film consists of 5-6 'bi-atomic' monolayers (one 'bi-atomic' layer
-- includes Al (Si) and N (C) layers). On the other hand, island-like surface feature can be

observed in the film of the vicinal substrate (Fig. (b)). An island forms on a terrace site which

is separated by the steps at each end (see arrows for steps). The film thickness varies from 3-4

to 7-8 monolayers. Coalescent regions of each island have a disordered atomic configuration

and form 'valleys' due to misalignment of each island.I In Fig. 3, a model of the AIN/SiC interface including one bi-monolayer step, indicates an

anti-phase domain boundary (APB) at the step site. AIN nuclei having ABAB stacking

sequence on both of the terrace sites fail to align at the step site because of the difference in the
level of 6H-SiC stacking. An 'A' layer of 2H-A1N crystal is-rotated 60" from a 'B' layer in the

[1000] direction. This model was established on the basis of an assumption: the first AIN layer

3i
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Figure 1. Cross-sectional TEM images of AIN films grown on (a) on-axis substrate and

"(b) vicinal substrate. The arrows shown in (b) indicate the step positions.
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Figure 2. High resolution TEM image, of AIN films and A1N/SiC interfaces of (a) on-axis substrate and (b) vicinal substrate. The arrows shown in (b) indicate the
S~step positions.
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Figure 3. Model of the APB of the AIN/SiC interface. The short arrows indicate the
direction of lattice distortion.

energetically prefers to occupy the wurtzite position on the SiC surface, i.e. Al atoms sit on the

positions above the C atoms to bond with N atoms. Careful observation of the AIN/SiC

interface also suggested the plausibility of this assumption. However, a detailed structural

study by quantum mechanical calculations such as shown in the system of Si-NiSi 2 and
Si-CoSi 2 [12] should be made to ascertain this assumption. As indicated by the arrows in

Fig. 3, the lattice can be elastically relaxed. Adatoms may feel the strained potential at a step
site so that they are hindered to migrate across the surface. Therefore, there is thickness
variation which introduces an island formation on the terrace site. Nuclei on the different
terrace sites fail to align with the neighboring nuclei (island) due to their anti-phase

characteristics. Further study of the step configuration, however, indicates that nuclei formed

on different levels of terraces can sometimes align with each other without any strain because

of the step geometry of the 6H-SiC substrate [13]. It is clear that an idealistic on-axis SiC
surface which includes no steps can provide nearly perfect AIN film growth at the initial stage
of growth. A critical thickness for the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode, which might be

i applied in this AlN/SiC system, will be studied in the series of this research.

D. ConclusionI In summary, the initial stage of 2H-A1N film growth on both on-axis and vicinal

6H-SiC (0001) substrates was investigated by cross-sectional HRTEM. Comparison of very5 thin films (-15A) grown on two different surfaces (on-axis and vicinal) shows different

surface morphologies and interface micro-structures. A very smooth and defect free AIN filmV was formed on the on-axis substrate, indicative of a two-dimensional growth mode at this

6Io



thickness range. On the other hand, rough and defective features were observed in the AIN film
on the vicinal substrate. The high resolution images and the structural model at the interface
indicates the presence of APBs due to the nature of steps residing in the 6H-SiC substrate.

Finally, it has been suggested that AIN film quality should be improved with the use of an

on-axis substrate.

E. Future Plans

The investigation on AIN film growth on 6H-SiC substrates will be continued in terms of
suppression of defects and growth mechanisms. The further growth of AIN films will be

discussed. The results obtained in this study will be applied for the growth of other systems
such as GaN/AIN/SiC and SiC/AIN/SiC. Thus, a similar investigation should be made for SiC

growth on AIN surfaces to complete pseudomorphic heterostructural studies.
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III. Growth of AIN-SiC Pseudomorphic Heterostructures and
(AlN)x(SiC)I.x Solid Solutions by Plasma-assisted, Gas-
source Molecular Beam Epitaxy

A. Introduction

A marked increase in the interest in wide band gap semiconductor materials for use in
high-temperature, -power, -frequency and -speed microelectronic devices resistant to radiation

and short-wavelength optoelectronic devices has recently been demonstrated on a global scale.

Two candidate materials that have generated much of this interest are SiC and AIN. Silicon

carbide, the only binary compound in the Si-C system, forms in many different polytypes; the
most common being the only cubic polytype, iP- or 3C-SiC, and one of the hexagonal

polytypes, 6H-SiC. Since the band gap for SiC (3.0 eV for 6H and 2.3 eV for 3C) is indirect,

it cannot be used alone for optoelectronic applications. For this reason, AIN, with its direct

band gap of 6.28 eV, is of particular interest for use with SiC. Two methods of simultaneously

expluiting the favorable characteristics of these materials include the thin film deposition of

both pseudomorphic beterostructure and alloys.

Pseudomorphic heterostructures of dissimilar semiconductor materials are the basis for

quantum well and laser devices. The physical properties (e.g., lattice parameter, crystal

structure, melting point and thermal expansion) as well as the optical and electronic properties

(e.g., band gap and index of refraction) of SiC and AIN indicate that stable superlattice

structures of these materials having the desired properties are feasible. Theoretical calculations

regarding electronic structure and bonding at AIN/SiC interfaces [1] and critical layer thickness

prior to misfit dislocation formation at interfaces in cubic AIN and SiC have been reported [2].

Rowland et. al 13] and Kern et. al [4] have described the growth of 3C-SiC/2H-A1N
pseudomorphic layers on ct(6H)-SiC(000I) substrates by plasma-assisted, gas-source

molecular beam epitaxy (PAGSMBE) using solid Al evaporated from a standard effusion cell

and the gases of Si2H 6 , C2I-14 and N2. The SiC layers contained a high density of stacking

faults and microtwins caused primarily by interfacial stresses and the low stacking fault energy
intrinsic to f3-SiC.

Solid solutions of AIN and SiC have been achieved by two primary processing routes:

reactive sintering of mixtures of powders of a variety of sources and thin film deposition from

the vapor phase. Matignon [5] first reported the synthesis of a (AIN)x(SiC)i-x material. Several

researchers [6-13] have reported 2H solid solutions as well as mixtures of 6H, 4H, and 2H

materials and the existence of a miscibility gap as a result of hot pressing and annealing studies

with a variety of heat treatment schedules. The tentative phase diagram proposed by Zangvil

and Ruh [10] shows a flat miscibility gap at =1900*C between -20 and 80 wt% AIN. Above

this temperature, a 2H solid solution was reported from >20 wt% AIN. For .20 wt% AIN,

8
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I solutions and two phase mixtures of 6H, 4H, and 2H were observed. Thin film solid solutions

have been produced in the Soviet Union [14] via sublimation of a sintered SiC/A1N compact at

-Ž21000 C and in the United States using low pressure (10-76 Torr) metalorganic chemical
vapor deposition (MOCVD) [15] between 1200-1250°C using SiH4, C3H 8 , NH3, and
AI(CH 3)3 carried in H2 on a(6H)-SiC(0001) and Si(100) and by PAGSMBE [4, 16] at

1050-1300'C using the sources noted previously [3].

I B. Experimental Procedure

In the present research, a specially designed and previously described [17] PAGSMBE3system was employed to deposit all AlN-SiC thin films on the Si faces of a(6H)-SiC(0001)

substrates. Both on-axis and off-axis (oriented 3.5±0.5' off (0001) toward [11201) SiC3 substrates were used. The substrates were cleaned chemically before growth in a 10% HF

solution for 5 minutes, and loaded immediately into the UHV growth chamber. Sources of Si

and C were disilane (Si 2 H 6 , 99.99% purity) and ethylene (C2H 4 , 99.99% purity),

respectively. Aluminum (99.9999% purity) was evaporated from a standard MBE effusion cell
operated in all cases at 12600 C. A compact electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma source
supplied by ASTeX, Inc., operating at 100 W forward power, was used to decompose N2

(99.9995% purity). Typical gas flow rates employed for heterostructure growth were3 0.1-2.0 sccm Si2H 6 , 0.1-2.0 sccm C2 H4 (Si/C ratio was kept at 1/1) and 3.5 sccm N2.

Individual layers of SiC and AIN were grown for variable times ranging from 30 seconds to

5 hours. All AIN layers were grown at 1050'C; SiC layers, 1050-1200*C. For solid solution

growth, typical flow rates were 0.1-0.5 sccm Si2H6 and 0.3-1.5 sccm C2H4 (Si/C ratios were

kept at 1/3 due to the difficulty previously observed in incorporating C). The N2 (1.0 sccm)
was diluted with 2.5 sccm ultra-high purity Ar (99.999% purity) to obtain sufficient
electron-atom collisions to sustain a plasma. All solid solution films were grown at 1200*C on3 vicinal 6H-SiC(0001) for 2 hours.

Reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED), operating at 10 kV, was used to

j determine the crystalline quality of the surface of the resulting films. The chemical composition
as a function of film thickness was determined using scanning Auger electron spectroscopy
(AES). High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) operating at 200 kV was

employed to observe the microstructure of the film as well as the film/substrate interfacial
I region.

C. Results

Multilayer Growth. Figure 1 shows a HRTEM micrograph of a 3C-SiC/2H-A1N/6H-SiC
structure grown on vicinal a(6H)-SiC(0001) at 1050TC. The AIN layer was grown for

1 minute using 3.5 sccm N2 and Al evaporated at 1260'C. The SiC layer was grown for

95
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1 60 minutes using 0.3 sccm Si2H6 and 0.3 sccm C2H4 . Each layer has an abrupt interface and
the atom columns are continuous indicating the structure to be epitaxial and pseudomorphic;

however, a significant amount of strain is present in the AIN layer and the 3C-SiC layer shows

several <111> stacking faults.

3C-SiC

S•-=-6H-SiC

I

300 A

Figure 1. HRTEM micrograph of a 3C-SiC/2H-AIN bilayer grown on vicinal6H-SiC(0001). Notice the strain present in the AIN layer, seen as lattice fringedistortion, and the <111> stacking faults in the 3C-SiC layer.

Figure 2 shows a HRTEM micrograph of the same structure grown on on-axis5 6H-SiC(0001). The layers were grown under identical conditions to those in Fig. 1. The layers
here are also epitaxial and pseudomorphic, but the strain and defect density appear to be

significantly reduced.

Solid Solution Growth. Solid solution growth in the high-AIN (_>60%) has resulted in

polycrystalline films. The highest AIN incorporation achieved was about 80% AIN. The
growth conditions used were 0.1 sccm Si 2 H6 , 0.3 sccm C2H4 , 1 sccm N2 (diluted with
2.5 sccm Ar) and Al (effusion cell at 1260*C) on vicinal 6H-SiC(0001) at 1200°C for 2 hours.

SFigure 3 shows an AES depth profile of this film.

D. Discussion

In both Figs. 1 and 2, the interfaces are abrupt and uniform and the layers are identically
oriented with continuous atom columns indicating that the layers are epitaxial and pseudo-3 morphic. In both cases, the AIN layer is about 15 A and the SiC layer is about 200 A thick.

However, there is a definite difference in the material quality of the two structures. The5 structure grown on on-axis 6H-SiC(0001) is far superior in terms of defect density. The exact

10S
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IFigure 2. HRTEM image of a 3C-SiCI2H-AIN bilayer grown on on-axis 6H-SiC(O001).

Compare the smooth interfaces, reduced strain and low defect density with theI image shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 3. AES depth profile of a polycrystalline (AIN)O. 8(SiC)0.2 thin film grown on
vicinal 6H-SiC(0001).
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I reasons behind this improvement are not yet understood, but it may present a better means for

3C-SiC growth for use in multilayer heterostructures as well as SIC semiconductor-on-3 insulator device development.

Previous growth using this system has resulted in low-AIN solid solutions [4, 16];3 however, AlN-rich solid solutions have proven to be very difficult to fabricate. The reason for

this is not well understood but is thought to be the result of two factors: 1) the relative

instability of AIN at high temperatures and low pressures and 2) the strong bonding that occurs

between Si and N which may exclude C from incorporating in low-SiC alloys. Figure 3 shows
that the constituent can be incorporated at approximately the correct levels, but monocrystalline

I films have not yet been achieved.

E. Conclusions
Monocrystalline pseudomorphic heterostructures of AIN and SiC have been grown by

PAGSMBE on on-axis and vicinal a(6H)-SiC(0001) substrates. The superlattice materials

were pseudomorphic and possessed abrupt interfaces regardless of sub'strate orientation;
however, on-axis substrates resulted in far superior structures. High-AIN oolid solutions have5 been achieved, but, to date, these films are polycrystalline.

F. Future Plans and Goals

Further study on the use of on-axis substrates for optimizing growth of Is-SiC on AIN to

reduce stacking fault densities and improve crystalline quality is currently underway. Attempts5 to dope the SiC and AIN layers are also underway. Continued work on AIN-rich solid

solutions as well as a range of solid solution compositions for use in an annealing study is also

3 planned.
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5
I IV. Determination of the Diffusivity of Si, C, Al and N at the

Interface of the SiC-AIN Diffusion CoupleI
A. Introduction3 Silicon carbide has long been of interest because of its superior structural, thermal and
electrical properties. High temperature and/or erosion- and corrosion-resistant wear parts, as
well as optoelectronic and microelectronic semiconductor devices, are representative

applications. Control of the physical and chemical properties of SiC via microstructural
changes achieved by using different processing routes has been extensively studied for many
years. The microstructural variables most frequently changed include the amount and the
morphology of the various polytypes in the processed material, intentionally-introduced second3 and additional phases and additions of sintering aids which may or may not form a grain
boundary phase. The processing temperature, impurity content, and sintering (or annealing)3 atmosphere affect the resultant microstructure. However, the primary material remains SiC.
Another approach to property engineering involves the alloying of SiC with other ceramic
compounds to alter, e. g., the band gap. This approach has also been of interest for several
years.

One compound which has been reportedly alloyed with a(6H)-SiC (ao = 3.08A) is3 AIN (ao = 3.11A) due to the similarities in the atomic and covalent radii and the crystal
structures. Diverse processing routes have been employed to achieve partial or complete solid3 solutions from these two compounds including reactive sintering or hot pressing of powder
mixtures and thin film deposition from the vapor phase [1-12]. There exists, however, a
difference in opinion among investigators regarding the occurrence and the extent of solid

solutions in the SiC-AIN system at temperatures <2100"C. As such, a research program has
been initiated to determine the rates and extent of chemical interdiffusion between deposited
monocrystalline AIN (0001) films and a(6H)-SiC (0001) substrates. The progress to date is
described in the following sections.

B. Experimental Procedures

Sample Preparation. Samples were prepared in a modified Perkin-Elmer 430 molecular

beam epitaxy (MBE) system. Aluminum (99.999%) was evaporated from a standard effusion
cell. Activated nitrogen was achieved using an MBE compatible, electron cyclotron resonance
plasma source. Single crystal AIN with very few planar defects was epitaxially deposited on
vicinal a(6H)-SiC [00011 wafers manufactured by Cree Research, Inc. and cut off axis 3"-4"
toward [ 11201. Growth conditions for the films are presented in Table I.
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Table I. Growth Conditions for the 2H AIN films on a(6H)-SiC(000l) substratesU
Nitrogen pressure 2x10-4 Torr3 Nitrogen flow rate 4-5 sccm

ECR microwave power 50 W5 Substrate temperature 650"C
Growth rate - 0. lgm/hr

3Total growth time 7-8 hrs.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Hitachi H-800) photos have been taken of the
2H-AIN (wurtzite) film on the a(6H)-SiC substrate before annealing and show a smooth and

abrupt interface. Several different precautions were taken in order to prevent contamination of

the samples and to minimize the loss of the principal volatile components of aluminum and
nitrogen. The samples were placed in a high density pyrolitic graphite crucible shown3 schematically in Fig. 1. The inside of the crucible was previously coated with SiC by heating

Iii

5 Bulk AIN

AIN/ SiC
i Vsic

i Figure 1. Schematic of a high density pyrolitic graphite crucible.

a mixture of Si and P3-SiC inside the holder to 2000"C. The diffusion samples were placed
inside this holder with the a(6H)-SiC(0001) face against the SiC coating. Bulk AIN squares

cut from a larger piece of Y203-free AIN previously hot-pressed to essentially theoretical

density at Dow Chemical Corporation were then placed on top of each deposited AIN film. The
holder was closed using a threaded lid and loaded into the furnace. The chamber was evacuated
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3 (2x10-6 torr) to prevent contamination during diffusion. N2 gas (99.9995%), purified by a

gettering furnace containing heated Cu chips (Centorr Furnace model 2B-20) was then

introduced into the chamber at a rate of 500 sccm. The chamber pressure was increased to one

atmosphere. A flowing N2 environment was maintained throughout each diffusion anneal.3 Diffusion temperatures were reached in -40 min., maintained at temperature (±3*C) and

cooled rapidly to at least 200°C below the anneal temperature. The N2 gas, bulk AIN, and SiC-

coated crucible were not components in the diffusion process. This was checked using a

SiC-AIN standard which had not been annealed. The AIN and the SiC intensities in the

standard were the same as the AIN and SiC intensities outside the diffused region. The samplesI were annealed within the temperature range of 1850"C-1940"C for a period of 25 and 50

hours. A complete listing of temperatures and times are given in Table II.

Table UI. Annealing conditions used to date for the AIN/SiC diffusion couples3
Temrture ('C Time (h's)

1825 75
1825 100

1850 25
1850 50

1875 50
1875 75

1900 25
m 1900 50

1940 50I
C. Results3 The chemical distribution of Al, N, Si and C as a function of depth near the AIN/SiC

interface region of two samples were analyzed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory using a

Perkin-Elmer Model 660 Scanning Auger Microprobe. The instrument has a primary beam size

of 100 nA at 10 keV. The area sputtered on each sample was approximately 250x250 Pam at a
current of 275 nA. The analysis electron beam sampled the central portion (20x 20gtm) of the

I ion beam sputtered crater.
The sample geometry and ion energy result in an interface resolution of approximately

I 5-15 nm. However due to sample parameters, such as surface roughness and the atomic

sharpness at the interface, ion beam energy distribution parameters, and the large sputtered3 depth, the resolution at the interface was limited to the larger value of approximately 15 nm.
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To quantify the sputtering rate, a depth profile was acquired while simultaneously sampling

multiplexed Auger peaks at coarse time intervals. A second depth profile was acquired on a

different area of the surface. At the first indication of the SiC substrate, the coarse time

intervals were reduced. A diamond stylus profilometer was then used to determine the depth of

the sputtered crater. A conversion of sputtering time to depth was calculated by assuming the

sputter rate was linear. While penetrating the interface, the sputtered depth between3 measurements was calculated to be 6 nm. This value is near the lower limit of resolution.

Conversion of the Auger peaks to atomic concentrations is not a completely exact process.

Sputtering can distort the composition of the surface layer probed by AES, and Auger electrons

that reach the analyzer are emitted from the top 0.5 to 10 nm. Furthermore, inherent

uncertainties in the compiled sensitivity factors also influence the atomic concentrations

deduced from peak to peak signals derived from differentiated Auger energy spectrum.
Sample 1 was subjected to an 1850 OC annealing for 50 hours, as described earlier. Auger3 SEM images of the sample are shown in Fig. 2. The region was chosen for analysis because it

was relatively free of surface debris. In Fig. 3, the plot of atomic concentration versus depth is3 shown. The initial concentration of Si and C were due to annealing conditions in a SiC-coated
graphite crucible. These initial values in no way affected the diffusion at the interface. The

apparent deviations from stochiometry are apparently due to the nature of the sensitivity factors

I
U
I /

Figure 2. SEM image of sputtering area used for analysis on Sample 1.
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Figure 3. Profile of atomic concentration vs. depth of Sample 1.

I in converting the peak height to atomic concentrations. In Fig. 4, an enlarged region of the

interface diffusion data is shown. This suggests that an interfacial concentration profile width

of no greater than 20 nrm. As this distance is approximately the same as the profile resolution at

the interface of 15 nm, convincing evidence for chemical interdiffusion has not been observed.3Sample 2 was subjected to a 1900*C annealing for 50 hours. SEM images of the sample are

shown in Fig. 5. The region was chosen for analysis because it was relatively free of surface

i debris. In Fig. 6, the plot of atomic concentration versus depth is shown. The initial

concentration of Si and C were again due to annealing conditions in a SiC-coated graphite3 crucible. In Fig. 7, an enlarged region of the interface diffusion data is shown. This suggests

that the interfacial concentration profile width of 30 nm. Although this is greater than profile

resolution at the interface and the profiles obtained at 1850TC, it remains sufficiently small such

that actual diffusion cannot be confirmed.

I
I
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concentration profile width of approximately 20 rin.3
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3 Figure 5. SEM image of sputtering area used for analysis on Sample 2.
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AIN/SiC (Sample 3, 1900C, 50 hr)
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Figure 7. Atomic concentration vs. Depth at interface region. Plot shows interface
diffusion width approximately 30 nm.
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D. Conclusions

The chemical interdiffusion of Si, C, Al , and N at the interface of two SiC-AIN diffusion

couples has been studied. Any diffusion at the interface has been shown to be essentially

outside the depth resolution of 15 nm detectabilities of the Auger instrument at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratories. This suggests that no interdiffusion occurred in these samples.

E. Future Research Plans and Goals3 The diffusion anneals will be completed using the procedure described above. Special care

is being taken to ensure a flat AIN surface is achieved after the diffusion experiments and prior

to the XPS depth profile studies. Light polishing with diamond paste is being used to produce

a flat top surface if it is not present after the diffusion anneals. Additional studies to be

conducted in tandem with the diffusion runs include: (1) the fabrication of solid solutions using

MBE and the subsequent annealing at high temperatures to determine if either segregation of
the AIN and SiC occurs or if the solid solution is maintained and (2) the additional use of5 parallel electron energy loss spectroscopy via TEM to determine if interdiffusion can be

discerned at any temperature.
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V. Design and Development of an Ultraviolet Double
Heterostructure Light-emitting Diode

i A. Introduction

Recent research efforts in the wide-bandgap semiconductor field have concentrated on the

development of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) that emit in the blue and ultraviolet wavelengths.
The III-V nitrides are most promising candidate materials for the development of highly

efficient LEDs that emit in this spectral range because they possess three favorable

characteristics: (1) they all have direct transition band structures, (2) their transition bandI energy levels correspond to the UV and blue spectral range, and (3) they can be mixed to form
solid solutions allowing for the tailoring of bandgap energies to specific wavelengths. Within
the past several years, significant advances in GaN and AIN growth techniques have been

achieved [ 1-10]. Consequently, high quality epitaxial films that exhibit remarkably improved

surface morphologies can now be produced by CVD and MBE methods. Additionally,

I researchers have successfully doped the III-V nitrides and their alloys creating n-type (Si, Ge)
doped films [11-13] and more notably, p-type magnesium doped films [4,9,12]. These recent

developments provide all of the material ingredients necessary for the fabrication of efficient

blue and UV LEDs.

Some of the earlier LEDs were constructed of simple p-n junctions of GaN. Although the

devices did emit light, they lacked the efficiency required for practical applications [13,16].
Further refinements on the device designs were developed to enhance the LED characteristics.

By combining growth techniques leading to the construction of a double heterostructure single
quantum well and doping the confining layers, the efficiency of the resulting LED could be

further optimized by improving the carrier confinement and mobility. Recently, several

successful attempts have been reported in the fabrication of double heterostructure (blue, UV)

light emitting diodes [12-19]. All of these efforts have used either MOCVD or MOVPE growth

techniques. Most designs are GaN based, using AIxGalIxN solid solutions for UV emissions,

and InxGal.xN solid solutions for blue emission. All of the devices fabricated used sapphire

substrates and either AIN or GaN buffer layers. A typical double heterostructure design is

shown schematically in Fig. 1. In this report, the initial steps of fabricating such a structure by

GSMBE are investigated, including attainment of compositional control of the AlxGal-xN solid

solution and control of the deposition rate to achieve desired confinement layer thicknesses.

I B. Experimental Procedure

GaN/AlGaN double heterostructures were grown on (0001) oriented a(6H)-SiC wafers

provided by Cree Research, Inc. The films were grown by ECR assisted GSMBE using a

commercial Perkin-Elmer 430 system. The Al and Ga fluxes were provided by
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p- AIGaN

U GaN

I n- AIGaN

AIN Buffer

Sapphire Substrate

I Figure 1. Typical double heterostructure.

3 standard Knudson effusion cells. The N2 source gas, ultra-high purity, was excited by an ECR

plasma source. The ECR was designed to fit inside a standard effusion cell sleeve (2.25"

diameter) [1]. All substrates were cleaned by a standard degreasing and RCA cleaning

procedure prior to loading into the system. Additionally, the substrates were degassed at 700°C
for 30 minutes prior to transferring to the deposition chamber.

Four double heterostructure samples were grown, each consisting of a GaN active layer
betw'een two AlGaN confinement layers. Prior to depositing the first AlGaN confinement3 layer, an AIN buffer layer was deposited on the SiC surface. Compositional ratios of Al-atoms
to the Ga-atoms in the Al.Gaj._N confinement layers were varied through control of the

Ga-cell and Al-cell temperatures. Initial cell and growth temperatures were based on previous

research conducted by our group [20]. The multilayered structure was obtained by operating
the effusion cell shutters to abruptly start or stop the Al and/or Ga flux.

C. Results and Discussion
The goal in this aspect of research has been directed at attaining compositional control of

the AlxGalxN solid solutions in the range of 0.1<x<0.4, and control of the deposition rates to

achieve the desired layer thicknesses. Typical deposition conditions are listed in Table I.
Reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) was used to examine the crystalline
quality of the top AlGaN layer. In all four samples, the RHEED pattern indicated good3 crystalline quality. The chemical composition as a function of film thickness was determined
using scanning Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). Results of an AES depth profile performed

on sample 4 are shown in Fig. 2. Cross-sectional Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was
used to measure the layer thicknesses. The effects of cleaving the samples for SEM analysis

and the relatively low concentration of Al in the A1GaN layers limited the ability of

distinguishing between the different layers using this analysis. Only in the case of sample 4
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Table I. Deposition Conditions for GaN / AIGaN Double HeterostructuresI
Nitrogen pressure 2x 10-4 Torr

3 Microwave power 50 W
Substrate Temperature 650 0C

Sample number 1 2 3 4
Target x-value 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Ga cell temperature 9850C 9800C 9750C 9700C
Al cell temperature 1040 0C 1060 0C 1080 0C 1 100°C
Ga/Al flux ratio 6.7 4.3 2.1 1.3

U

70 _
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C50N

40
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I10 G

033600 6000 9000
Distance from surface (A)

IFigure 2. Auger depth profile of AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN double heterostructure.

3 were we able to successfully employ this technique. The results indicated that using the

parameters listed in Table I for sample 4, growth rates of 1350 A/hr. 600 A/hr. and 2300 A/hr3 for GaN, AIN, and AIGaN respectively were achieved. Analysis of Figure 2 also indicates a
solid solution composition of approximately Al0 6 GaO.4 N. Based on previous results using

AES analysis (20), the composition at these growth parameters resulted in a composition of

approximately AL0 4 Ga0 6 N. Some of this discrepancy can be accounted for by lack of an3 appropriate solid solution standard used for calculation of the composition. This limits the
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I ability to correctly account for the sensitivity factors used in compositional determination. A
more accurate method of determining the AlGaN composition needs to be used in order to
attain the required control of Al/Ga ratios in the confinement layers necessary for efficient

LEDs and ultimately injection laser fabrication.I
D. Conclusions

SPseudomorphic double heterostructures of GaN/AlGaN with varying solid solution

compositions were grown using ECR assisted GSMBE. Layer growth rate determination using

SEM was hindered by film cleavage effects and poor layer contrast due to low Al

concentrations in the AlGaN layers. Only in the case where the Al concentration was relatively

high (x=0.4) was an accurate determination made using this technique. Results from AES

depth profiling indicate the double heterostructure exhibits abrupt interfaces, however use of

AES for accurately determining the layer compositional ratios is limited.

E. Future Research Plans and Goals

Improvement on layer thickness determination by cross-sectional SEM will be addressed.

The existing double heterostructure cleaved faces will be ground and polished prior to SEM

analysis. This should improve the imaging ability by removing the effects that result from

cleaving the film. Also, the use of reactive ion etching (RIE) of selected layers will be
investigated as a possible aid to enhance the use of SEM analysis as a technique for layer

thickness determination.

Additionally, single layers of AlGaN solid solutions will be grown on cz(6H)-SiC and the

composition will be determined using X-ray diffraction analysis. This should result in a more

reliable measurement than that provided by AES analysis.

Once we have acquired the control over the solid solution composition and growth rate of

the individual layers needed for device fabrication, we will expand our studies to include
doping of the confinement layers, specifically p-type (Mg) and n-type (Ge).

The second stage in the development of the UV LED, once the growth parameters have

been determined for achieving the desired composition and growth rate, will be the deposition3 of the underlying structures for the double heterostructure desi,- %. Having selected the

AlGaN/GaN system for the basis of the LED, and using GaN as the active layer, the emitted

light should exhibit a wavelength in the UV-spectral region (bandgap energy = 3.45ev

corresponding to 360 nm). The choice of substrate is 0t-SiC which will provide for the growth

of better quality films than those grown on sapphire [2 11. The films will be deposited as shown

schematically in Fig. 1. Various growth conditions will be used to control such designs

encompassing active layer thickness and AlGaN doping with Mg and Ge. Selection of the3 active layer thickness will be made considering the effects of strain induced bandgap shifts,
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I critical thickness of the GaN layer, and composition of the alloy confinement layers [22-241.

After the structures have been grown, the devices will be fabricated using RIE for mesa

formation. Optical characterization of the final LED designs will include photo- and

cathodoluminescence.
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VI. Deposition of Gallium Nitride Via Supersonic Jets

U A. Introduction
The nitride family of materials, GaN, AIN and InN as well as their solid solutions offer the

possibility of new high-power and high-temperature devices. These materials have direct band
gaps of 3.4, 6.28 and 1.95 eV, respectively. They form solid solutions with each other3 offering a wide range of possible band gaps [1]. GaN has a high electron drift velocity and
would be suitable for high-frequency and microwave devices [1,2]. However considerable

efforts have been guided toward obtaining p-type or insulating GaN [2,3]. Glaser et.al. [4]

proposed a model based on native N vacancies to explain the n-type nature of GaN. To
minimize the concentration of N vacancies, low temperature growth methods have been3 pursued. These methods include electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) microwave-plasma

assisted molecular beam epitaxy, atomic layer epitaxy , ECR plasma enhanced metal organic3 vapor phase epitaxy and reactive magnetron sputtering [1,3,5-7]. The use of low temperature
processes has also been reported to produce films with improved surface morphology [5].
Newman et.al. proposed that the growth of GaN at low temperatures proceeds as a metastable

process. Activated N species are required to overcome the kinetic barrier for GaN formation.

The formation of GaN is controlled by the arrival of activated N species to the substrate

surface. The decomposition of GaN is hindered by a large kinetic barrier [7]. NH 3 and N2 are
the most common N sources utilized for GaN film growth [ 1,6,8,9]. NH3 can be decomposed3thermally at substrate temperatures of 600*C to produce NH radicals which adsorb onto the
substrate [8]. N2 is used with the assistance of a plasma source to produce activated N species.

This allows GaN to grow at substrate temperatures as low as 450*C [9].

In the present project we propose to use Supersonic Jet Deposition (SJD) to grow GaN at

low temperatures (i.e. 3000C). In SJD a diluted mixture of a gas phase Ga precursor and a N

precursor are expanded through a small (=100gtm) orifice from a high pressure reservoir (Po)
into a low press"-e chamber (Pb). If the ratio (Pd/Pb) is greater than 2 the expanded species
will attain an average velocity equal to the speed of sound. This is due to the conversion of the

thermal energy or enthalpy of the species in the reservoir into directed kinetic energy. The3 ultimate velocity V, that the species will attain depends on the reservoir temperature T., and the
molecular weight of the gas W, by the following equation [10]:

V = V RTo: i4 U]-

I where Q1 is the ratio of the heat capacities at constant pressure and volume, R is the universal

gas constant, and M is the Mach number. M is a measure of the conversion of enthalpy into
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U kinetic energy [1 1]. If the carrier gas used to dilute the precursors is lighter than the precursors,

during the expansion the heavier species attain the velocity of the lighter species [101. This

occurs because of elastic collisions between the gas molecules during the expansion. The
variation of temperatures, carrier gases and precursors allows for the generation of activated

species with kinetic energies ranging from 0.1 to 20 eV [10-12]. With SJD it is possible to

produce molecular beams with low energy spreads. The energy spread is controlled by the3 local beam temperature which is related to Po/Pb via the following equation:

3 ~~P0 L~"

where T is the local gas temperature which is a function of distance away from the nozzle. As3 Pb/Po decreases, T decreases as shown by the equation above [10]. The lower this local

temperature the narrower the local kinetic energy distribution. Supersonic beams with energy

spreads in the meV range have been reported for fundamental surface studies [12].

The gases emerging from the free jet can be passed through a skimmer to extract a

supersonic molecular beam. During the supersonic expansion a mach disk is formed at a

distance dependent on Po/Pb via the following equation [10]:

Id A

3where Xm is the mach disk distance from the nozzle, and d is the nozzle diameter.
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Figure 1. Supersonic Jet expansion diagram.

I The mach disk distance is the distance from the orifice where the velocity of the gas

molecules goes from supersonic to subsonic due to shock waves around the "zone of silence"
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I (Fig. 1 - taken from ref. 10, p. 15). The zone of silence is the zone in the expansion where the

largest number of collisions between gas molecules occur. The gas attains a supersonic velocity

in this area. Outside the zone of silence a shock wave structure is formed. If a skimmer is

placed within the mach disk distance, the extracted beam will be in the free molecular flow

regime and will travel at supersonic velocities [10,121. When using the free jet deposition mode

it is important however that the sample be within the mach distance.

Ceyer (13) studied the effect of kinetic energy on the dissociative chemisorption of CH4 on

Ni (111) substrates. It was shown that the probability for dissociative chemisorption of C- 4

increased linearly with increase in translational energy of the molecule. This was correlated to

the distortion of the C-H bonds upon collision of CH4 onto the substrate. At high kinetic

energies the deformation of the bonds allows the C atom sees the surface and a CH radical3 adsorbs giving off H atoms. Eres and Sharp [14] showed that Ge deposited on Ge (100)

substrates was a result of a chemisorption reaction. They also found that growth of subsequent3 layers was controlled by the desorption of H from the adsorbed Ge.

Si and Ge have been deposited using supersonic jets. Eres et al. deposited Ge on GaAs by

pulsed SJD [15]. The pulsed mode of SJD follows the same principles previously explained,

but the nozzle is opened for short time intervals and then closed creating pulses of gas. Eres

et al. used digermane (Ge2H6) as a precursor and He as a diluent. They observed very high3 epitaxial growth rates (0.25 WJn/s), two orders of magnitude higher than in CVD at the same

temperatures. They also estimated that 75% of the digermane came in contact with the3 substrate. The film growth efficiency was calculated to be 0.01 [151. In another study Eres

et al. showed that the crystallinity of the film could be controlled by SJD to give amorphous

films at very high deposition rates [16]. This is in agreement with kinetics as the growth rate of

Ge is a function of the arrival rate and decomposition rate of Ge2H6 on the GaAs. Under low

Ge 2H6 exposures, the deposited Ge is allowed to diffuse along the surface and form a highly

crystalline structure. At high fluxes the arrival rate prevents the atoms from diffusing along the

surface to form a crystalline structure and, therefore, an amorphous structure is developed.3 Ohmi et al. [17] grew homoepitaxial Si films at growth rates of 0.5 gtm/min. Films with

low defect concentrations and little contamination were obtained at temperatures as low as3 600°C . The growth mechanism was found to be dominated by the chemical decomposition on

the surface of the substrate. Disilane (Si 2H6) was used as a precursor. Zhang et al. [ 18] grew

GaAs by a pulsed mode SJD. Trimethyll gallium (TMG) was used as the Ga precursor. The

substrate was continuously exposed to AsH4 . The epitaxial growth was controlled by adjusting

the TMG source pulse width. This provides a means to control the individual submonolayer

I growth.

The purpose of this study is to grow and characterize GaN films made via SJD using

Striethyllgallium (TEG) and ammonia (NH 3) as precursors. It is proposed that the surface
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U decomposition of these precursors will be aided by the translational kinetic energy obtained

during the expansion. The translational kinetic energy might also aid the swrface diffusivity of
the deposited species. This effect of the translational energy will allow for the deposition of
crystalline films at low temperatures (200-600*C).

U B. Experimental procedure

Figure 2 is a schematic of the SJD unit used to deposit GaN. The unit consists of two

chambers which allow for the placing of a skimmer to collimate the free jet and extract a
molecular beam. The back chamber (II) is pumped by a 10" diffusion pump backed by a

mechanical pump giving a total pumping speed of 3300 V/s. The front chamber (I) is pumped

by a 8" diffusion pump backed by a roots blower and a mechanical pump giving a total

pumping speed of 6600 V/s. The base pressure of the system is 10-6 torr. During deposition in

the free jet mode the front chamber pressure is 10.4 torr and the back chamber pressure is
10-3 torr. If a skimmer is used the front chamber pressure will be 10-3 and the back chamber

pressure will be 10-4 torr. The nozzle is made of a 1.5" steel tube which accommodates
pinholes of sizes varying from 101pm to 250gm. The nozzle can be heated using a resistive coil3 heater. The sample is heated by an infra red (IR) lamp. Before each deposition the system is
pumped down to the base pressure. He is the TEG carrier gas and diluent. TEG and NH3 will3be mixed within the nozzle reservoir prior to the expansion.

UNozzle and Reservoir Substrate Thermocouple

I Skimmer

Ii II

T IR Lamp

To 8" Diffusion Pump To 10" Diffusion Pump
backed by a Roots Blower backed by a mechanical
and a mechanical pump. pump.

3Figure 2. Schematic of SJD GaN deposition unit (supersonic molecular beam mode).

A free jet mode as well as a collimated molecular beam mode will be used to deposit GaN.
The growth will be studied as a function of nozzle temperature, beam or jet composition,

deposition time, reservoir pressure, nozzle to sample distance, substrate temperature and
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U deposition mode. The films will be characterized to determine composition, surface
morphology, crystallinity, microstructural properties and electrical properties using Auger

electron spectroscopy (AES), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD)
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and Hall measurements respectively. The SJD unit3 was completed and installed recently. Initial testing has begun with detailed experimentation

forthcoming.

I C. Future Research Plans and Goals
The initial stages of experimentation will focus on depositing Ga and N on the surface of Si3 (0001) wafers. The temperature and beam composition will be varied to optimize the

stoichiometry and crystallinity of the film. Once the deposition on Si is achieved, SiC will be3 used as a substrate and the growth conditions of the films will be optimized to yield crystalline,
stoichiometric, low defect density and uniform surface morphology. Details about the growth
mechanism will be also pursued.
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